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Mystery Game

Zoombie
How to survive the zombie apocalypse by exercising your eyesight without losing your good
humour!

Luca Tebaldi
illustrated by Francesca Rizzato
An exciting and mysterious story,
accompanied by quizzes.
The reader is captured by the narration and must unravel the plots of
the crime.

Stefano Ascari
e Enrico Macchiavello

Three young friends spend their
summer holidays together in a tourist village, and during a bike ride they
witness a murder but cannot see the
culprit face. With the help of a local
girl, they will investigate what happened and their curiosity will push
them to follow possible suspects.
They will soon meet the inspector
assigned to the case, determined to
solve it.

An ordinary plane trip is the antechamber to a frightening nightmare!
Who will survive the invasion of the
living dead? A rude lighthouse keeper, a nimble dancer, a lanky fashion
photographer, a sad-looking clown,
a tough female surgeon and a reckless chef will have to learn how to
spot (and dodge!) the zombies in the
madding crowd.

Novel / Gamebook

Comics / Gamebook

Hardcover, 96 pages
Age: from 9
Imprint: Edizioni EL

Hardcover, 48 pages
Age: from 8
Imprint: Edizioni EL

A comic gamebook that combines
horror, adventure, and humour.
Perfect to read and play, alone or in
company, to have fun and... survive
until the last page!

1 GAMEBOOK

2 COMICS

Small Dictionary
of Politics
Daniele Aristarco
What is politics and what is it for? At
what age can one start practising it?
Why should it be a passion, even if
it is often misunderstood? Through
short, playful, and timely narratives,
Daniele Aristarco reviews some essential political terms, concepts,
practices, and some of the central
figures. A useful tool to orient oneself in today’s world and ignite, especially in the youngest, a passion
for the challenges of the future.
A book for children who want to understand the world and try to change
it. A useful tool for teachers and
adults to accompany them on this
exciting journey. And to share it.
Essay
Paperback, 176 pages
Age: from 11
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Equally
More rights to girls,
more freedom for all!
Lia Celi
A book to open young readers’ eyes
on old prejudice and gender inequality.
A story that narrates to adolescents
the fights for equality, the feminist
movement, the emancipation and
the integration.
Fulvio and Zoe are two very young
actors hired in a television drama
inspired by the struggles of the suffragettes. Reading the script and rehearsing their scenes, the shy Fulvio
and the pugnacious Zoe discover a
chapter of history that is never studied at school: feminism.
Between fiction and reality, the two
young actors understand that the
ending of the feminist epic is not
the supremacy of one gender over
the other, but the freedom and dignity of both.
Novel / Essay

Partial English text available

Paperback, 112 pages
Age: from 11
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

3 TEEN FICTION

4 TEEN FICTION

You are the fire
History and stories of
the school
Vanessa Roghi
A book to young readers curious to
discover the stories of school and the
fundamental right to education.
History is not only made up of great
battles, revolutions, kings, and
queens, but of an infinity of small
stories (whose protagonists are often
unknown) that have produced small
and big changes affecting the way we
live today. Some of these little stories
are about schools and hearing them
can help us understand how schools
have changed over the centuries,
from being an institution for a select few to becoming a fundamental
place of socialisation and learning.

We are all Capaci.
Falcone and
Borsellino thirty
years later
Rosario Esposito
La Rossa
A teacher gathers his class in the
garden, where he and his students
dig a 5-metre-deep hole. The hole
reproduces the crater of the Capaci massacre, a void that is filled with
their bodies. The next day, the class
goes on a trip to Palermo: a journey of remembrance to see the places of Falcone and Borsellino thirty
years later. The anti-Mafia pool, Via
d’Amelio, the maxi-trial, Falcone’s
tree... A story to explain to the new
generations who the two anti-Mafia
magistrates were.

Novel / Essay
Paperback, 160 pages
Age: from 11
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

5 TEEN FICTION

Novel
Paperback, 112 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

6 TEEN FICTION

Big as the world
Gianni Rodari’s School

Habitat
Rodari

Gianni Rodari
illustrated by Noemi Vola

Gianni Rodari
illustrated by Various Artists

A richly illustrated collection of stories and nursery rhymes by Gianni
Rodari on the theme of school.

A collection of stories and nursery
rhymes by Gianni Rodari dedicated
to the theme of nature, illustrated
by twenty great international illustrators.

«Is it worth for a child to learn by
crying what he can learn by laughing? If one put together the tears
shed on the five continents because
of spelling, one will obtain a waterfall that could be used to produce
electricity. But I find that kind of
energy would be too expensive. Mistakes are necessary, useful as bread
and often beautiful: for example,
the Tower of Pisa.»
Gianni Rodari
Illustrated Anthology

A book for growing up and learning
to respect life and the world around
us, playing with the magic words of
the Master of Fantasy.
Talking about the environment and
ecology through the stories of Gianni Rodari.
Picture Book / Anthology
Paperback, 56 pages
Age: from 6
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Paperback, 160 pages
Age: from 5
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

7 GIANNI RODARI

8 GIANNI RODARI

Telephone Tales

The adventures
of Cipollino

Gianni Rodari
illustrated by Valerio Vidali

Gianni Rodari
illustrated by Raul Verdini

On the centenary of Gianni Rodari’s
birth, Enchanted Lion New York
has published for the first time the
complete English version of Telephone Tales. This extraordinary
edition, accompanied by magnificent illustrations by the Italian artist Valerio Vidali, was an immediate success, winning the prestigious
“Mildred L. Batchelder Award” in
2021.
Finally, this special edition of Telephone Tales will also be published in
Italy, on the sixtieth anniversary of
its first publication: a timeless book,
capable of transforming itself and
always lending itself to new and fantastic readings. A masterpiece.
Illustrated Anthology

Illustrated Novel

Hardcover, 212 pages
Age: from 6
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Hardcover, 224 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Rights Sold: Castilian, Catalan,
Basque, Galician, Japanese, Korean, Bulgarian, French, Chinese
Simple, Bosnian, Turkish, Russian,
Georgian, Vietnamese, Italian in
Germany, Arabic, Armenian, Romanian, Portuguese, English, Greek,
Albanian, Czech.

Rights Sold: Bulgarian, Japanese,
Georgian, Vietnamese, Chinese
Simple, Turkish, Russian, German,
Albanian, Greek, Romanian, Armenian, Castilian, Azerbaijani,
Ukrainian, Catalan, Complex Chinese, Farsi, Latvian, Kazak, English.

9 GIANNI RODARI

An illustrated book for children
from 7 years old, a classic by Gianni
Rodari for everyone, young and old,
with original illustrations by Raul
Verdini. A story full of humour and
lightness that touches deep themes
such as justice, equality, freedom,
friendship, solidarity.
The adventures of Cipollino came
out in 1957. The first edition of the
text, entitled Il romanzo di Cipollino, all set - as Rodari writes – in “a
world of fruit and vegetables”, dates
back to 1951. Author of the illustrations of the two versions of the novel
is Raul Verdini. The adventures of
Cipollino is now re-proposed in the
1957 version with the magnificent
and colourful lettering of the first
edition.

10 GIANNI RODARI

I read a story with
Master Gianni
Gianni Rodari
illustrated by Various Artists
Gianni Rodari’s funniest stories,
written in capital letters and illustrated by the greatest illustrators. A
precious tool for teachers and new
readers!
Picture Book, Small Format
12 TITLES AVAILABLE
Paperback, 24 pages
Age: from 5
Imprint: Emme Edizioni

The Song of the
Italians. Mameli’s
Hymn illustrated
Goffredo Mameli
illustrated by Paolo Domeniconi
An illustrated book for young and
old, to get to know the deep meaning
of the Italian national anthem, giving it new energy. A journey through
time together with the characters
who made the history of Italy, making us relive the salient moments of
the Risorgimento and, at the same
time, making us reflect today on the
meaning of national unity.
Picture Book
Hardcover, 40 pages
Age: from 5
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

11 GIANNI RODARI

12 PICTURE BOOK

The roll
Alessandro Montagnana
During an outing, a child and his
father forget a roll of toilet paper
in the middle of a glade. Intrigued
by this mysterious object, the animals in the forest try out a variety
of uses for it. The roll unleashes all
their imagination and inventiveness: some wrap themselves up like a
mummy, some make up funny white
clothes, some play tug-of-war...
An original and entertaining story!
Picture Book
Hardcover, 48 pages
Age: from 3
Imprint: Emme Edizioni

It ’s autumn,
hedgehog!
Giuditta Campello
illustrated by Arianna Cicciò
The air is getting cooler, autumn is
coming. It’s time for the hedgehog
to hibernate. But he’ll miss the colour of the leaves, the mushrooms,
and the chestnuts! Hedgehog wants
to try to stay awake, but he just can’t
do it. So sleepy! So what? Luckily, his friends are there to accompany him gently as he says goodbye
and promises to see them again in
spring. Happy hibernation, hedgehog!
A sweet and gentle rhyming story
that reveals the wonder of the changing world. Perfect for reading with
children.
Picture Book
Hardcover, 32 pages
Age: from 3
Imprint: Edizioni EL

13 PICTURE BOOK

14 PICTURE BOOK

Mario Lodi 1922 - 2022
On the centenary of the birth of Mario Lodi, one of the
greatest Italian children’s writers, we have published the
theatrical version of two of his most beautiful stories: Cipì and Bandiera,
and republished Cipì itself and the third of his most famous titles, La
Mongolfiera (The hot-air balloon), in a brand-new format.

Mario Lodi
illustrated by Mario Lodi’s pupils
The story of Cipì, the curious and
courageous sparrow who discovers the
world, has accompanied entire generations of children for years. The most
famous book by the great Mario Lodi,
Cipì, was born, like other works by this
teacher-author, from a dialogue with
pupils in a school classroom, observing
the world through the window.
In our catalogue since 1992, Cipì has
sold over 700,000 copies.
Illustrated Novel
Hardcover, 128 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Rights Sold: Greek, Castilian, Arabic
Partial English text available

The Hot Air Balloon
Mario Lodi
illustrated by Angelo Ruta

Mario Lodi e Giorgio Scaramuzzino
illustrated by Francesca Rizzato

A group of children feels the desire to
break away from the family to experience the adventure of discovering the
world on their own. Not being able to
A perfect book for short stories and do it for real, they set off with their imtheatre lovers and, above all, for all agination, projecting their experiences,
adults who want to play theatre with feelings, fears, and courage into invenchildren.
tion. A real journey of the imagination.
A flight to discover Italy and the world,
through Venice, Rome, the desert... a
Theatre Play
dreamed journey that becomes an instrument of growth.
Paperback, 96 pages
Age: all ages
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Illustrated Novel
Hardcover, 176 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

15 MARIO LODI

16 MARIO LODI

Ten Little
Mysteries 3

Piccoli gialli
Carlo Barbieri
illustrated by Chiara Baglioni

Carlo Barbieri
illustrated by Chiara Baglioni

After the great success of Dieci Piccoli Gialli series, a spin-off dedicated to younger readers.
A new series designed for first-time
readers and dedicated to all thriller
and mystery lovers.
Mysteries, riddles, cases to solve... a
guaranteed sales success!

After the extraordinary sales success of the first two volumes, Ciccio,
the child who wants to be a police
commissioner when he grows up, is
back. He is always grappling with a
whirlwind of mysterious cases that
he solves through observation and
reasoning. He is accompanied by his
grandfather, proud of his grandson
and self-appointed inspector, and
his mother, sweet and apprehensive
like all mothers.

Ciccio and the mystery
of the antitheft alarms:
Elena, a friend of Ciccio, is in danger of losing her job because she is
unfairly accused of the mysterious
thefts that take place in the shop
where she works. Will the little detective be able to solve this new case?

An Illustrated Novel
Paperback, 160 pages
Age: from 8
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Ciccio and the revenge
of the abandoned rubbish:

Rights Sold: Simple chinese
Previous titles: Ten Little Mysteries, Ten Little Mysteries 2

A mysterious man who hates dogs,
strange findings of rubbish bags
outside the house, ... The little detective Ciccio will have to solve a new
and exciting riddle.
Chapter Books
Paperback, 64 pages
Age: from 6
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
17 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

18 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Alexander
the Grape

The girl
and the tiger

Daniele Aristarco
illustrated by Giuseppe Ferrario

Gionata Bernasconi
illustrated by Giuseppe Ferrario

Alexander the Grape is a king loved
by his people, although he has one
fault: he cannot ride a horse. During
a parade he hits his head on a branch
and when he recovers his senses, his
personality has changed. He is now
a perfect horseman but is assailed by
delusions of grandeur. He sets off
on an improbable conquest of distant lands and peoples, but soon realises that no king can really ride...
Why war? What is power? What is
history? The hilarious adventures of
a child king in search of answers to
the big questions.
Humour and fantasy are the ingredients of Daniele Aristarco’s new
book.

There is a village in which it is strictly forbidden to cross the fence that
protects it from the jungle. But
when you’re a child, it’s easy to forget about dangers, especially when
you’re playing. And the tiger knows
this very well. That’s why, when the
beast hears the children’s laughter,
it remains patient among the leaves,
waiting for someone to make a false
move.
A courageous little girl, three inseparable friends and a somewhat clueless tiger: a story full of twists and
turns in the depths of the forest.

Novel
Paperback, 128 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

19 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Novel
Paperback, 128 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

20 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

The adventures
of Serafino the
sparrow
Angelo Petrosino
illustrated by Sara Not
After the great success of The adventures
of Ludovica the cat, a new character born
from the imagination of Angelo Petrosino, in a richly illustrated book by Sara
Not.
Serafino the sparrow is born on a lime
tree and is impatient to leave the nest to
explore the world. But where to start?
In front of the lime tree stands a six-storey building. Who lives behind those
windows? Who looks out from the balconies and into the street? Surely in those
flats there are stories to be discovered,
mysteries to be revealed, perhaps.
A story of a thousand discoveries, encounters and friendships: a perfect book
for curious readers and dreamers.
Illustrated Novel
Paperback, 176 pages
Age: from 6
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Previous title: Le avventure del-

Brother and
sister by force
Angelo Petrosino
illustrated by Giulia Sagramola
Two young teachers, left without
their spouses, meet at school, and
fall in love. He already has a 10-yearold daughter, and she has a child of
the same age. One day they decide
to get married and start a new family. Their children go from being
schoolmates to brother and sister.
But their personalities are different,
in fact opposite. Will they manage to
get along in the new family unit that
has been formed?
This is a book for curious children
who love stories that are both funny
and profound and that tell the story
of the life of new generations.
A story about friendship, love, and
the difficulty of building a new family, about school and the tortuous
path of growing up.
Illustrated Novel
Paperback, 192 pages
Age: from 9
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

la gatta Ludovica

21 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

22 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

The electric monkey

The young poets club

Guido Quarzo
illustrated by Illustrated by Chiara
Baglioni

Stefano Bordiglioni e Elena
Rizzo Licori
illustrated by Francesca Rizzato

Cippy, according to his inventor’s
intentions, is supposed to be the
perfect friend: he is a monkey with
great artificial intelligence and a
mysterious hypnotic power. But
when a prototype of the monkey-toy
is accidentally sent to Bruno’s house,
a strange and unexpected phenomenon occurs...

Five classmates of a fifth-grade class
decide to start a Poets’ Club and to
write poems and nursery rhymes.
Teacher Elena, who was delighted with her pupils’ initiative, soon
joined the club. By composing and
reading more than 50 poems and
nursery rhymes, the children learn
many things about the world, people, and life.

An artificial monkey with strange
powers, a couple of smart kids, an
out-of-control scientist, and an energetic teacher: an exciting story!
Illustrated Novel

Novel
Paperback, 192 pages
Age: from 9
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Paperback, 160 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

23 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

24 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

The incredible story
of Lavinia

Volovia

Bianca Pitzorno
illustrated by Quentin Blake

Saverio is a boy from Naples. At
school he does badly, his classmates
call him “stupid”, he has no friends
nor interests. At sixteen he decides
to stop studying, to work with his
father, who is an undertaker. And
when his father during a gunfight is
killed by a stray bullet, Saverio takes
over the activity. Until, sudden and
unpredictable a ray of light arrives in
an existence marked by death. Her
name is Zara. Will it be, for Saverio, an opportunity to redeem his life
and find a freedom that seemed unthinkable?

Antonio Ferrara

A modern and fun remake of the
classic The Little Match Girl by
Hans Christian Andersen.
A very cold Christmas in Milan
nowadays. Lavinia, seven years old,
is a small match girl alone in the
world and is going to die of hunger
and cold. But a fairy arrives by taxi
to save her, giving her a magic ring,
thanks to which the girl not only
solved all her survival problems, but
is happily avenging the indifference
and arrogance of adults. But you
must be careful not to take advantage of the power of the ring, which
at any moment can play a bad, ugly
and smelly joke.

An Illustrated Novel
Paperback, 112 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

The incredible story of Lavinia
won the Andersen - Baia delle
Favole Prize in 1986 and has been
part of our catalogue
continuously since 1985.

Rights sold: Simple Chinese, English, Turkish

Novel

A story about the physical and mental cages that hold us linked to a place
and to the people who live there.
A tale of love, death and irony mixed
between them in an unprecedented
blend.
A grotesque story of redemption.

Paperback, 192 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

MORE TITLES FROM
25 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

COLLECTION
26 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Novel
Paperback, 144 pages
Age: from 9
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

Friedl and the
children of Terezin

Ruby Bridges
got into school

Federico Gregotti

Elisa Puricelli Guerra

The extraordinary story of Friedl
Dicker-Brandeis, a Jewish artist
who made the lives of hundreds of
deported children less painful, ensuring that their memory is still preserved today.

New Orleans, today. Racism has
reared its head again, and integration has taken several steps backwards. After the arrest of an African-American girl falsely accused
of a fire at their school, Billie and
Eric, two young students find themselves collaborating on a quest. The
theme is a story of emancipation in
the United States in the 1960s, a
time when white and black children
attended different schools due to
racial segregation laws. The protagonist of the story is Ruby Bridges, a
black girl who in 1960, at the age of
six and completely alone, took part
in the integration of an all-white
school in New Orleans, defying
prejudice, protests and even death
threats.

Friedl is considered one of the pioneers of art therapy. In 1942 she
was deported to Terezín, the «model ghetto» wanted by Nazi propaganda. There she organised creative
workshops for children. To ensure
that their drawings were not lost,
and their memory not erased, Friedl
catalogued each work, noting the
name and age of the authors, then
hid the works in two suitcases that
were found at the end of the Second
World War. Almost 5,000 drawings
and paintings were saved, most of
which are kept in the Jewish Museum in Prague.

Novel
Paperback, 160 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

MORE TITLES FROM

COLLECTION
27 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

MORE TITLES FROM

A story about discrimination and
racial hatred and the courage it takes
to fight them. A book that tells today’s children about the struggle for
their rights and emancipation.

COLLECTION
28 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Like islands
on a hungry sea

The Secret
of Arctica

Deborah Epifani

Viola Marchesi

Inspired by a true story, the novel
speaks to young readers about climatic change, of the courage to grow
up in an uncertain world, of a great
friendship that goes beyond distances, and of the desire to build a better
future.

In the high-tech city of Nordica,
Lena is a young girl with an aura, an
energy that hinders the web created by the Omnipresent. When a fox
leads her to the mysterious island of
Arctica, she discovers that the aura
is a power, not a flaw. With the help
of young Kit, she explores a world
ruled by nature, but in grave danger.
Only she can save Arctica if she finds
a plant that hides a secret.

When the English teacher proposes a penfriends project to the class,
Fosca is the last to enroll. What does
an introverted girl have to say, with
few friends and a life that is too ordinary? Yet Fosca does not imagine
that her penfriend will be Danny,
an Inupiaq boy, born and raised on
a small island in Alaska destined to
disappear underwater. Danny and
Fosca are at the antipodes. But an
intense friendship that goes beyond
distances is born, which makes them
grow every day and fall in love with
the future and their land.
Novel
Paperback, 224 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Edizioni EL

A book for fantasy and mystery fans
who want to dive into a world of nature and magic.
An adventurous novel that reflects
the challenges of our time to save the
planet, showing how both difficulties and differences are an opportunity to build a better world.
Novel
Paperback, 352 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

Partial English text available
29 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

30 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Novel

An inventory
of my oddities

Love is stronger than
Coulomb’s law

Silvia Pillin

Tiziano Viganò

There are many things Agatha
doesn’t like. She doesn’t like tea,
hearts, words that can mean both
one thing and the opposite, crowded buses, physical contact, dogs. She
doesn’t like to feel different from
her peers. She doesn’t like to feel
strange. Agata would like to be like
her classmates, but she is not like
them, she does not understand them
and, however hard she tries, she
struggles to hide her own oddities.
Things start to change when Agata meets her new neighbour, a kind
and very sensitive lady who seems to
understand her much better than
the others and who will help her to
find the answers she is looking for.

After the last war, which exterminated entire populations and released
dangerous radiation, human beings
are born with a completely new peculiarity: each of them has a magnetic charge. People with an opposite
charge attract each other, those with
the same charge repel each other, so
much that they can’t even touch each
other. The problem of violence is
finally solved. When P falls in love
with Ailis, whose charge is the same
as his, NYC cannot believe it: what
is happening to his best friend? Is
there something wrong with him?
How to convince him that hers is an
impossible love?

A realistic story, a coming-of-age
novel in which all unconventional girls can recognise themselves. A
book that talks about Asperger’s syndrome from a female point of view
and talks about diversity, autism,
friendship.

Hardcover, 144 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi

A perfect book for fans of the fantastic, riddles and ingenious discoveries. A novel that talks about diversity as a value and creative thinking
as a resource. A story of friendship,
love, diversity, inclusion.
Novel
Paperback, 208 pages
Age: from 12
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

Partial English text available
31 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

32 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

You are my star

Leon

Elisabetta Belotti

Sara Allegrini

Leone writes rap songs and feels
caged, a prisoner of his neighbourhood and his destiny. Stella experiences great pain and seeks her own
way, between studying and loving
books. When two such different
worlds collide, an unexpected but
tenacious love is born.

Laura is spending her summer holidays in her grandparents’ village. In
the woods, she comes across Léon,
a monstrous half-man half-lion
creature who, behind his terrible
appearance, reveals a gentle soul
and a painful past. Laura works to
restore him to his forgotten humanity. However, the locals cannot
see beyond appearances and Laura
and Léon must defend themselves
against malice and prejudice.
A story about love and friendship,
but also about prejudice and cruelty.

A story for girls and boys who love
music. A story of formation, with
two main characters who, together
with their first love, experience the
difficulties of growing up and finding their place in the world.
A rapper who hates to talk but loves
to draw; a girl who searches in books
for the words to overcome her pain.
Two different worlds that come together through the love of music and
words.

Novel
Hardcover, 160 pages
Age: from 11
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

Novel
Hardcover, 224 pages
Age: from 13
Imprint: Einaudi Ragazzi
Partial English text available

33 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

34 YOUNG ADULT FICTION

My library
in capital letters
Giuditta Campello
illustrated by Various artists
Ladybird’s adventures
Ghosts are having a party
The little prince is not sleepy

Three Steps
A step-by-step challenge to learn to
read! The lettering, the length of the
texts, the subjects: The right story at
the right time!

116 AVAILABLE TITLES
OVER
850.000 COPIES SOLD

Biscuits on the run

Meatballs for the dragon

The fairy is bored

The giant pizza

Beware of the wolf!

Cecilio and the magic carrot

An introductory reading series with
texts in capital letters, dedicated to
children who are beginning to venture independently into the world of
books.
Fun stories to read in five minutes
accompanied by rich illustrations.

The farmer who grew panties
Picture books, small format

Picture books, small format

Rights sold: Castilian, French
(Canada), Simple Chinese, Dutch

paperback, 32 pages
Age: from 5
Imprint: Emme Edizioni

35 FIRST READINGS

Paperback, 40 pages
Age: from 5
Imprint: Emme Edizioni

MORE INFO ON
THE SERIES HERE

36 FIRST READINGS

First Readings
A series dedicated to children who
are approaching reading on their
own for the first time. It also captures
the attention of the laziest readers,
thanks to entertaining stories with
likeable characters and extraordinary full-colour illustrations.

Watch out for the sloth!
Gionata Bernasconi
illustrated by Fabiano Fiorin
In the Amazon rainforest, toucans
fly, monkeys jump, tapirs run and
snakes slither. Only Ernesto the
sloth stands still, hanging on his
branch. But when a panther sniffs
him out, Ernesto opens his eyes and
sharpens his wits!

Absent-minded Riding
Hood and Auntie
Potato’ chips
Cinzia Razzoli
illustrated by Isabella Ongaro

Picture books, small format
paperback, 48 pages
Age: from 6
Imprint: Emme Edizioni

Adventures
on the Island of
Multiplication
Tables
Germano Pettarin
e Jacopo Olivieri
illustrated by Desideria Guicciardini
A new series dedicated to early readers who want to have fun with numbers.
Mathematics: always a successful
topic in children’s books!
To learn math while having fun!
A brand-new multiplication table
The problems of Sharpshard the
lifeguard
An enemy for Pythagoras
The Tabelland’s bingo
Picture Books, Small Format

Absent-minded Riding Hood is
happy to have a best friend: The Little Match Girl. And her friend has
a very special aunt: she makes such
good chips that everyone comes to
eat them, even from the farthest
reaches of fairy tales!

Paperback, 48 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Emme Edizioni

37 FIRST READINGS

38 MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Grandissimi

Classicini

The lives of men and women that
have changed the world with their
words, actions, inventions in 80
pages with full-colour illustrations.

The world’s all-time masterpieces
re-told in simpler versions by the
best Authors of our catalogue.

62 AVAILABLE TITLES
OVER
550.000 COPIES SOLD
Raffaello, the perfect artist
Jacopo Olivieri
illustrated by Andrea Castellani
Giorgio Perlasca,
a Righteous within Nations
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e Silvia del Francia
illustrated by Giovanni Scarduelli
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From the Earth to the Moon
Davide Morosinotto
illustrated by Stefano Tambellini
Aesop tales
Giuditta Campello
illustrated by Alessandra Vitelli
Illustrated anthology

Illustrated anthology

Paperback, 80 pages
Age: from 7
Imprint: Edizioni EL

Paperback, 80 pages
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Imprint: Edizioni EL
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